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⟦       ⟧=him

him

(1) Intention to produce R in 

(2) Intention for              to recognize 
intention (1) { }Ben Franklin? 

Don Draper? 
Eric Trump? 

Plato? 
⋮



Intention-Based Semantics

Intentions, Beliefs,  
other Psychological States

Utterer’s Meaning

Utterance-Type Meaning



S means something by an utterance if and only if S 
produces the utterance intending: 
(1) to produce thereby a certain response R in a certain 

addressee A; 
(2)  that A recognize S’s intention to produce R; 
(3) that A’s response be at least partly based on of her 

recognition of S’s intention to produce it. 

H. P. Grice (1969): ‘Utterer’s Meaning and Intention’

Utterer’s Meaning



“[An utterance-type] X means that so-and-so” 
might as a first shot be equated with some 
statement or disjunction of statements about what 
"people" (vague) intend (with qualifications about 
"recognition") to effect by X. 

H. P. Grice (1957): ‘Meaning’

 Utterance-Type Meaning                    



The result of these definitions will be 
that all questions about the meaning of 
marks and sounds will have been 
reduced to questions about the content 
of propositional attitudes…  

Stephen Schiffer (1987): ‘Remnants of Meaning’

Intention-Based Semantics
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1. Semantic Underdetermination

He should be there 
by tomorrow.



Why Intention Recognition?
2. Non-Literal and Indirect Speech

Shouldn’t you be 
sitting on some other 

sofa?



Why Intention Recognition?
2. Non-Literal and Indirect Speech

Quit being such a 
Socrates about 

everything.
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Why Intention Recognition?
4. Convention Acquisition

I see what you mean.



Why Intention Recognition?
4. Convention Acquisition

Do you know that 
some birds can’t fly?

Hacquard & Lidz (2018): 
“Children's attitude problems: 

Bootstrapping verb meaning from syntax 
and pragmatics”, Mind & Language  



The Problem of  
Non-Communicative 
Language Use
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[The intention-based theory of meaning] offers 
no way to deal with the many cases in which 
language is not used for communication…, 
normal cases, in which the speaker’s intention 
with regard to an audience offers no particular 
insight into the literal meaning of what he says. 

—Noam Chomsky (1975): Reflections on Language



The Gricean focus is entirely on the use of 
language to communicate. But surely we also 
use natural language in thinking and reasoning? 
… When I think aloud, or on paper, there may 
surely be no intention to induce a belief in 
another person, since I may know that there is 
no audience, or be indifferent to the presence of 
an audience.  

—Peter Carruthers (1996): Language , Thought, and Consciousness



Yet such public performances are surely not 
intended to induce beliefs in oneself, either, 
since they involve the expression of beliefs 
which one already has.  

—Peter Carruthers (1996): Language , Thought, and Consciousness



There are such phenomena as working out ideas on a 
word processor, thinking out loud in sentences, engaging 
in inner speech: can we not conceive of settings in which 
they stand on their own, independently of 
communication? And, more basically, there is the 
possibility that we normally think, at least in part, in a 
natural language, that our beliefs and intentions depend 
on having internalized some natural language, perhaps 
even in a way that is not typically phenomenologically 
available. … It does not seem to be an obvious conceptual 
truth that such private meaningful uses of language would 
presuppose, even indirectly, communicative intentions or 
linguistic manifestations thereof. The strong Gricean 
thesis is not something I am inclined to defend. 

—Brian Loar (2001): “The Supervenience of Social Meaning on Speaker’s Meaning"
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Intention-Based Semantics

Intentions, Beliefs,  
other Psychological States

Utterer’s Meaning

Utterance-Type Meaning



S means something by an utterance if and only if
S produces the utterance intending: 
(1) to produce thereby a certain response R in a 

certain addressee A; 
(2)  that A recognize S’s intention to produce R; 
(3) that A’s response be at least partly based on of 

her recognition of S’s intention to produce it.

Utterer’s Meaning

Grice (1968, 1969)
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S means something by an utterance

Conceptual Analysis

if and only if
S produces the utterance intending: 

(1) to produce thereby a certain response R in a 
certain addressee A; 

(2)  that A recognize S’s intention to produce R; 

(3) that A’s response be at least partly based on of 
her recognition of S’s intention to produce it.

What we ordinarily 
mean by this…

…is given by this.}
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Intention-Based Semantics

Intentions, Beliefs,  
other Psychological States

Utterer’s Meaning

Utterance-Type Meaning

Brain States

Physics
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Inter-Theoretic Reduction

S1  →  S2

Law of high-level theory}
P1  →  P2

Law of lower-level theory

}⇵ ⇵
Bridge principles 
translating predicates 
of higher theory into 
predicates of lower 
theory.

Result:  
lower-level laws entail 
higher-level laws.



S means something by an utterance

Explication as Inter-Theoretic Reduction

if and only if
S produces the utterance intending: 

(1) to produce thereby a certain 
response R in a certain addressee 
A; 

(2)  that A recognize S’s intention to 
produce R; 

(3) that A’s response be at least partly 
based on of her recognition of S’s 
intention to produce it.

A bridge principle 
linking the vocabulary 
of pragmatics to the 
vocabulary of folk 
psychology.}

Loar (1982): Mind and Meaning 
Schiffer (1982): ‘Intention-Based Semantics’,



S means something by an utterance

if and only if
S produces the utterance intending: 

(1) to produce thereby a certain 
response R in a certain addressee 
A; 

(2)  that A recognize S’s intention to 
produce R; 

(3) that A’s response be at least partly 
based on of her recognition of S’s 
intention to produce it.

This is an empirical 
hypothesis…

…whose content is 
ultimately cashed by this.}

Loar (1982): Mind and Meaning 
Schiffer (1982): ‘Intention-Based Semantics’,

Explication as Inter-Theoretic Reduction



Inter-Theoretic Reduction

S1  →  S2

What are the laws of pragmatics?}
P1  →  P2

What are the laws of folk 
psychology, or, for that matter, of 

neuroscience?

}⇵ ⇵



There may be a Chomsky sense of knowledge 
— having an internal representation — in which 
a speaker knows the rules of his language, but 
that is a psychological hypothesis and, however 
reasonable it is, we do not want to build it into 
an explication of what it is for [a language] to be 
the language of [a population]. Better that it 
should be offered, at a later stage, as an 
explanation of how it is possible for a complex 
entity like English to be the language of the 
population of English speakers.  

—Brian Loar (1976): “Two Theories of Meaning”

Explication vs. Explanation



Explanation without 
Explication?



Functional Analysis

Cummins (1975): ‘Functional Analysis’ 
Cummins (1983): The Nature of Psychological Explanation



Mechanistic Reduction

Machamer, Darden, and Craver (2001):  ‘Thinking about Mechanisms’ 
see also, Bechtel (2009): Mental Mechanisms



Communication: Three Systems
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Planning Mindreading Language

…is the subject 
of a massive 
literature in 
the cognitive 
sciences.

…is the subject 
of a massive 
literature in 
linguistics.

…is the subject 
of a massive 
literature in the 
philosophy of 
action and AI.
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Mindreading

a.k.a. 

“folk psychology” 

“theory of mind” 

whatever part(s) of our 
minds we use to infer 
others’ mental states 



Mindreading

…has many of the 
properties of Fodorian 

central systems 

its inferences are: 

abductive/explanatory/
non-demonstrative 

(potentially) informed by 
any background beliefs



Mindreading

…has many of the 
properties of Fodorian 

central systems 

its inferences are: 

sometimes (not always) 
conscious 

sometimes (not always) 
effortful



Mindreading

we use it: 

a lot! compulsively! 

starting at least at 3yrs.,  

but probably much 
younger.



Mindreading

some current debates: 

How Old: 3mos or 3yrs? 

One system or two? 

Perception or cognition 
(or both)? 

Theory or simulation  
(or both)?



Mindreading
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Planning



Planning

a.k.a. 

“practical reasoning” 

“instrumental reasoning” 

the part of our minds we 
use to form intentions 

(a.k.a. plans)



Planning

…is the subject of a 
substantial literature in 

the philosophy of action.
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Planning

relevant beliefs, 
other intentions, 

coherence 
principles

Intention to give a talk 
prior intention



Planning

relevant beliefs, 
other intentions, 

coherence 
principles

Intention to give a talk 
prior intention

Intention about 
what to say

subplan
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Planning

Intention for A to believe p 
prior intention

Intention for A to 
recognize this intention

subplan
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Language

…is the subject of 
generative linguistics.



Language

…is implicated in both 
language perception and 

language production
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Language

…has characteristics of 
a Fodorian input-output 

system:

It is fast, automatic, 
amenable to computational 

modeling. 



Language

…has characteristics of 
a Fodorian input-output 

system:

It is centrally inaccessible. 

Most speakers don’t even 
have the concepts needed to 

centrally entertain the 
representations it uses



Language

…has characteristics of 
a Fodorian input-output 

system:

It is informationally 
encapsulated 

(in production as well 
as perception) 



Language

…has characteristics of 
a Fodorian input-output  

system:

Even semantics: 

See Harris (forthcoming): 
‘Semantics without Semantic Content’, 

Mind & Language
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Linguistic Communication
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S A

An idealized (and speculative) model.
Linguistic Communication

P M

L

P M

L



S A

step 1  
S formulates a communicative intention 

•This intention is a subplan of S’s other plans. 

•Designing it draws on S’s beliefs about A’s mental state.



S A

step 2 
S’s planning system sends instruction to 

the language system  

•This instruction is itself a subplan of the communicative intention. 

•Interesting question: what information is included in the instruction?



S A

step 3 
S’s language system designs an utterance 

•It transforms its instructions into a phonetic representation, presumably 
with a semantic representation, an LF, and a PF in between.



S A

step 4 
S produces an utterance 

•Phonetic representations → motor instructions → bodily movement.

S



S A

step 5 
A senses S’s utterance 

•A’s sensory transducers build a phonetic representation of S’s 
utterance, which is sent to A’s language system.

S



S A

step 6 
Language perception 

•A’s language system builds builds a semantic representation of S’s 
utterance. 

•This representation is a partial and defeasible specification of S’s 
communicative intention.

σ
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S A

step 6 
Linguistic processing 

•A’s language system computes the semantic value of the sentence S 
uttered.

σ



S A

step 7 
language system → mindreading system 

•The language system provides the mindreading system with partial 
and defeasible evidence of what S communicatively intends.

σ



S A

step 8 
Pragmatic Inference 

•A’s mindreading system uses this linguistic evidence (and whatever 
else it’s got) to infer S’s communicative intention.

σ



P M

L

Semantics vs. Pragmatics?



P ML

Semantics Pragmatics
is the study of a 
subsystem of

is the study of 
certain activities of

The semantics–pragmatics interface is the interface 
between language and the other two systems.



Non-Communicative 
Language Use



S

Non-Communicative Language Use

P M

L

A

P M

L



S

Non-Communicative Language Use

P M

L
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Non-Communicative Language Use

The planning 
system sends 

instruction to the 
language system 



Non-Communicative Language Use

The planning 
system sends 

instruction to the 
language system. 

These 
instructions 

are a subplan 
of S’s prior 
intention.
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Planning

Intention to communicate 
that Grice was right 

prior intention

Instruction for language 
system to say that Grice 

was right

subplan



Planning

Instruction for language 
system to say that Grice 
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subplan



Planning

Intention to practice saying 
that Grice was right 

prior intention

Instruction for language 
system to say that Grice 

was right

subplan
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Non-Communicative Language Use



Central 
Executive

Visuospatial 
Sketchpad

Episodic 
Buffer

Phonological 
Loop

Long-Term Memory

Alan Baddeley’s (2000) model of working memory



Phonological 
Short-Term 

Store

Articulatory Loop

Phonological 
Loop



Non-Communicative Language Use
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Planning

Intention to practice saying 
that                                 .

prior intention

Grice was rightGrice was rightGrice was right



Planning

Intention to practice saying 
that                                 .

prior intention

Instruction for language 
system to say that

subplan

Grice was rightGrice was rightGrice was right

Grice was rightGrice was rightGrice was right
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Non-Communicative Language Use



Non-Communicative Language Use

S



Non-Communicative Language Use
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Conclusions
The theory that we communicate by intention 
recognition is flexible and promising.

…if we adopt a methodology that seeks the 
mechanisms underlying our communicative 
capacities.

But if we do, we can explain non-communicative 
language use by appeal to the very same 
mechanisms needed to explain communicative 
language use.



Thank you.
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Thank you.


